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Washout of Cr(III)-Acetate-HPAM Gels
From Fractures: Effect of Gel State During
Placement
B. Brattekås, S. G. Pedersen, H. T. Nistov, Å. Haugen, and A. Graue, University of Bergen; J. -T. Liang, University of
Kansas; and R. S. Seright, New Mexico Petroleum Recovery Research Center

Summary
This work investigated the blockage performance of a Cr(III)-acetate-hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (HPAM) gel after placement in
open fractures, with emphasis on the effect of gel maturity during
placement. Polymer gel is formed through a chemical reaction
between a polymer and a crosslinking agent (in a gelant solution)
that occurs during the gelation time. In field applications, gelant is
generally pumped from the surface, but gelation may occur during
injection because of high-temperature conditions and longer
pumping times; hence, partially or fully mature gel may exit the
wellbore during polymer-gel injection in a fractured reservoir.
Gelation alters the solution properties significantly; hence, immature gelant and fully formed (mature) polymer gel show different
behavior during placement in a fractured system, and the gels deposit differently in the fracture volume. Injection of gel at different maturities in a fracture may therefore influence the ability of
the gel treatment to block fractures, and hence its performance
during conformance-control operations. Placement of immature
and mature gels and their ability to block fractures during subsequent waterfloods were investigated in this work.
Gel was placed in fractures (and in the surrounding core matrix for some application regimes) in its immature (gelant) or
mature state. The gel-blockage performance was assessed by recording gel-rupture pressures and subsequent residual resistance
factors during chase waterfloods. Placement of mature gel in open
fractures yielded consistent rupture pressures during subsequent
water injections, following linear trends for given gel-placement
rates and throughput volumes. The rupture pressures were predictable and stable in all the core materials studied. Rupture pressures
achieved after placement and in-situ crosslinking of immature gel
(gelant) were comparable with rupture pressures achieved after
mature-gel placement, but were less predictable. Placing immature gel in the adjacent matrix and in the fracture increased the resistance to gel rupture compared with placing gel in the fracture
volume only. In some cores, gel did not form after placement in
its immature state. Interactions between Bentheim rock material
and gelant were observed, and believed to be the primary cause
for lack of gelation.
Significant permeability reduction was achieved during subsequent waterfloods after placement of either immature or mature
gel in open fractures. Residual resistance factors for cores treated
with gel and gelant were comparable initially. After significant
water throughput, substantially greater pressure gradients were
observed in cores treated with formed gel rather than gelant crosslinked in situ, and the permeability reduction averaged 5,000 for
mature gel and 600 for gelant-treated cores.

Introduction
High permeability contrasts in fractured reservoirs may cause channeling of injected fluids through fracture networks, contributing to
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low sweep efficiency and an increased waste stream from excess
production of water. The production oil cut may be increased by
reducing fracture conductivity (Graue et al. 2002). Reduction of
flow in fractures or high-permeability zones after placement of
polymer gels has been reported (Seright 1995, 2003a, 2003b;
Sydansk 1990; Sydansk and Southwell 2000; Rousseau et al. 2005;
Portwood 1999, 2005; Willhite and Pancake 2008).
Polymer gel may enter a fractured formation in its immature
(gelant) or preformed mature state, depending on conditions
such as wellbore heating and pumping time. Gelant has low viscosity and small particles, which enable it to flow through the
rock matrix as well as fractures (Seright et al. 2003), and relatively low pressure gradients are required for extrusion. Subjecting gelant to an elevated temperature over time changes the
solution properties and forms a rigid gel. Mature gel is inhibited
from passing through pore throats because of its structure, thus
the chemical treatment is contained to open fractures during
injection (Seright 2001).
Polymer-gel resistance to washout from fractures was previously studied after placement of both immature (Ganguly et al.
2002; Wilton and Asghari 2007) and mature gel (Seright 2003a,
2003b). Ganguly et al. (2002) placed gelant in fractured cores and
slabs, with and without gelant intrusion to the matrix. The gel was
crosslinked in situ, and the rupture pressure measured during subsequent brine injection. Ganguly et al. (2002) argue that gelant
penetrates both the fracture and adjacent rock matrix during injection, thus forming a zone of homogeneous concentrated gel. This
creates a gripping effect between gel in the fracture and matrix
that may increase the overall pressure resistance of the gel. They
did not achieve gelation (crosslinking to form rigid gel) when
gelant was placed in the fracture without penetrating the adjacent
matrix, presumably because of diffusion of chromium through the
porous rock. Gelant may experience compositional changes when
contacting reservoir fluids or rock that may interfere with gelation
(Zou et al. 2000; Ganguly et al. 2002). In contrast, mature gel
shows little sensitivity toward physiochemical conditions in reservoirs (Zhang and Bai 2011). Wilton and Asghari (2007) achieved
in-situ gelation, without placing gelant in the matrix adjacent to
the fracture, by preflushing the core with chromium solution or by
placing gelant with an increased amount of chromium in the fracture (chromium overload).
Seright (1995, 1999, 2001, 2003a, 2003b), Seright et al. (1998),
and Seright et al. (2003) showed that preformed gel dehydrates
during propagation through a fracture. During the leakoff process,
solvent leaves the gel and proceeds through the matrix. The highconcentration gel left in the fracture is more rigid and has a higher
pressure resistance than gel of injected composition. Fresh gel
flows through the concentrated gel (which has a much lower mobility than the injected gel) in designated flow channels called
wormholes. The fresh gel contained in the wormholes may be
readily mobilized during subsequent waterfloods. Seright (2003a,
2003b) injected mature gel into 1-mm fractures and recorded rupture pressures during subsequent injection of brine or oil.
In the previous work, fracture apertures, experimental setups,
and measured gel resistance to washout varied, hence the results
were not directly comparable. However, the papers rendered important discussions regarding gel-blocking ability as a function of
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gel maturity during placement. This study aimed to reproduce and
improve results through core studies. We used four outcrop rock
materials, constituting a total of 37 core plugs, to study rupture
pressures after placement of gelant crosslinked in situ and of
mature gel in open fractures. The unified method of core assembly, comparable core dimensions, and comparableexperimental
setups, as well as repeated experiments, enabled us to compare
results directly on placement of immature and mature gel in fractures and to compare their indications on gel-blocking ability during chase floods.

low flow rate before brine breakthrough occurs” (Wilton and
Asghari 2007). Rupture pressures were measured by injecting
water at the core inlet until the gel in the fracture ruptured and gel
and/or water was produced out of the fracture outlet. A sharp drop
in the differential pressure was observed, usually at the point of
gel rupture. After rupture, gel residing in the fracture continued to
reduce fracture permeability. The permeability reduction was
measured by flooding water continuously through the fracture at
different injection rates and measuring the differential pressure
across the fracture.

Experiments
Fractured core plugs were used in this study. The core materials
used were Bentheim sandstone (Klein and Reuschlé 2003; Schutjens et al. 1995), Berea sandstone (Churcher et al. 1991), Edwards
limestone (Ekdale and Bromley 1993; Tipura 2008; Riskedal
2008), and Portland chalk (Hjuler 2007). Portland chalk cores had
approximately 46% porosity and permeability values ranging
from 1 to 10 md, whereas the sandstone core materials had porosities of 23% and permeabilities of 500 (Berea) to 1,200 md (Bentheim). The Edwards limestone core material was more
heterogeneous in terms of porosity and permeability, and the corresponding values were 15 to 25% and 3 to 28 md, respectively.
The cores were cut with a band saw, which created smooth, longitudinal fractures through the core plugs. Earlier work during
extrusion of Cr(III)-acetate-hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (HPAM)
gels revealed no difference in behavior between cracked fractures
(with a rough surface) and smooth fractures (Seright 1995, 1999,
2001). A constant 1-mm fracture aperture was created by placing
polyoxymethylene (POM) spacers at the top and bottom of the
fracture during core assembly. The core plugs were fitted with
POM end pieces, and in some cases matrix taps, and were coated
in several layers of epoxy. The core plugs were saturated with
Ekofisk brine or gelant under vacuum, and the porosity and pore
volume were calculated from weight measurements. The general
experimental schedule for all core plugs was as follows:
1. Gel placement by use of gel in its immature or mature state
2. Shut-in period
3. Waterflooding
The aqueous gel/gelant used was a 0.5% 5-million-molecularweight HPAM, crosslinked by 0.0417% Cr(III) acetate, and the
solvent was synthetic Ekofisk brine (4 wt% NaCl, 0.5 wt%
MgCl26H2O, and 3.4 wt% CaCl22H2O). The high concentrations
of divalent cations may seem unusual, but this brine is characteristic of that found in the Ekofisk field, which is the ultimate location
that we have in mind for field application of our results. Some of
the authors are currently investigating the impact of salinity on
gel properties. In the experiments performed to date (shorter periods of time), there is no evidence of decrease in gel strength
caused by salinity. Mature gel with a base of high-salinity formation brine has not yielded significantly different leakoff rates or
rupture pressures compared with gel mixed in 5% NaCl brine (as
in previous work by Seright). We have used a 24-hour-long shutin period in these experiments to ensure crosslinking of the gel.
Bulk volumes of gel have crosslinked within this time frame in all
experiments. For immature-gel experiments, salinity has not
impacted solution viscosity, and the gel-placement process was
comparable with gels with lower salinity content.
The gel was aged for 24 hours (five times gel time) at 41  C,
either before or after placement in fractured core plugs. Two polymer-gel-placement methods were investigated (mature-gel injection into fractured core plugs and injection of gelant solution or
direct gelant saturation of fractured cores under vacuum), and
these are discussed separately. A shut-in period of 24 hours was
conducted after gel placement, during which the cores were left at
room temperature (following mature-gel injection) or placed in a
heating cabinet at 41oC to induce gelation.
The objective of the gel placement was to reduce the flow in
fractures during chase waterfloods. The gel-blockage performance
was assessed before and after gel rupture; the rupture pressure
was defined as “the highest initial pressure response observed at

Mature-Gel Experiments. Varying volumes of formed gel were
injected into Fractured-Core Plugs 1 through 16 (Table 1) by use
of injection rates ranging between 6 and 200 mL/h. An overview
of the core properties and associated injection rates can be found
in Table 1. The core setup used is shown in Fig. 1a. During gel
injection, the matrix taps and fracture outlet were open to record
the rate of solvent leakoff during gel extrusion through the fracture volume (FV). Gel injection was performed at ambient temperature or an elevated temperature of 41  C. These temperature
differences do not affect the gel behavior in terms of leakoff
(Seright 2003a, 2003b). The core plugs were shut in for 24 hours
at ambient temperature after gel injection.
To measure the blocking ability of the gel, brine was injected
at the inlet end of the core plugs. A constant rate of 6 mL/h
(equivalent to 0.23 to 0.42 ft/D if all flow was through the matrix,
and equivalent to 9.2 to 12.4 ft/D if all flow was through the fracture only) was first used to measure the rupture pressure. The differential pressure was logged and the rupture pressure recorded at
the time of gel rupture, where the passage of fluids through the
gel-filled fracture resumed. All matrix taps were closed during
water injection. In chosen core plugs, water injection continued to
establish a steady state, and the pressure gradient was recorded.
The water-injection rate was thereafter adjusted stepwise, and
pressure gradients recorded for each rate. The maximum injection
rate during brine injection was 600 mL/h (equivalent to 23 to 42
ft/D if all flow was through the matrix, and equivalent to 922 to
1,240 ft/D if all flow was through the fracture only) because of
pumping-capacity limitations.

100

Immature-Gel (Gelant) Experiments. Gelant was injected into
Fractured Core Plugs A through U (Table 2) at ambient temperature, at a constant injection rate of 30 mL/h, and with a variety of
injection schemes to control the gelant saturation in the core.
Saturation Scheme 1. The core setup is shown in Fig. 1a. Initially, the matrix taps at the outlet end were open and the fracture
outlet was closed. This allowed gelant to flood the matrix in part
during injection, although a gradient in gelant saturation will exist
through the core. Gelant was injected until breakthrough was
observed from both matrix taps. The matrix taps were then closed
and the outlet was opened, and gelant was injected through the
fracture until breakthrough at the outlet.
Saturation Scheme 2. The core setup was improved by
placing matrix taps in the middle of each matrix half, as shown in
Fig. 1b. Gelant was injected through the top matrix tap until
breakthrough at both ends of the fracture. The fracture inlet and
outlet were closed, and injection continued until gelant breakthrough in the lower matrix tap.
Saturation Scheme 3. To ensure maximum penetration of
gelant to the matrix, matrix taps were placed at the inlet, middle,
and outlet of each core half. Gelant was injected as shown in Fig.
1c: (I) through the inlet matrix tap of one core half to the outlet
matrix half of the other core half, (II) through the other inlet matrix tap to the opposite outlet matrix tap, and (III) following the
core setup in Saturation Scheme 2.
Saturation Scheme 4. The core plugs were saturated directly
with gelant under vacuum. Core properties and associated saturation schemes are given in Table 2. During gelant injection in Saturation Schemes 1 through 3, gelant breakthrough from the matrix
taps was confirmed by measuring the viscosity of the effluent. In
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Table 1—Cores for mature-gel injection; composite cores are one-half Bentheim sandstone (Bentheim
SS) and one-half Portland chalk.

(a)

(b)

(c)

III

I

II

Fig. 1—(a) Core setup used for mature- and immature-gel injection, (b) setup for improved gelant injection, and (c) further improvement of setup for gelant injection to ensure maximum penetration of the matrix.

most cores, 1.5 to 2.5 pore volumes (PV) of gelant solution was
injected.
In choosing the injection rate of 30 mL/h for gelant placement,
we wanted to use a flow rate that was low enough not to damage
the gel during propagation through the matrix, and at the same
time, not so low that gelation occurred in part during gelant injection. Hence, 30 mL/h was used. It is possible that a higher flow
rate would provide improved gelant saturation, and as such, close
the gap between the saturation schemes. However, gelant saturation in the matrix was improved by altering the core setups instead
of altering the rate.
The partially or fully gelant-saturated core plugs were placed
in an oven at 40 to 48  C for 24 hours (five times the gelation
time) to allow gelation. Effluent samples taken from the matrix
outlets were also placed in the oven to confirm crosslinking of the
injected gelant solution. After shut-in, the cores were then cooled
to ambient temperature, and water was injected at 6 mL/h until
the gel ruptured and the rupture pressure was recorded. All matrix
taps were closed during water injection. In some cases, water
injection continued and the pressure differential across the fracture was recorded for several increasing and\or decreasing rates at
steady states.
Core Plugs E through Q were tested a second time immediately following the first test. Gelant was placed in the fracture volume only (without core matrix taps open to promote gelant
leakoff to the matrix), and gelation occurred in situ during the 24hour shut-in period. This was done to ensure limited interactions

with the rock matrix during second-time gelant placement and to
investigate the rupture pressure achieved without gelant leakoff.
The same waterflooding procedure was followed.
Results and Discussion
Mature-Gel Experiments. The measured leakoff rates during
gel injection are shown in Fig. 2a, and the pressure gradients are
shown in Fig. 2b. The leakoff rates corresponded with the filtercake model (Seright 2003a, 2003b) for injection rates of 180 to
200 mL/h. For gel-injection rates  60 mL/h, leakoff rates fell
below the filter-cake model, and, by use of the lowest injection
rate of 6 mL/h, the leakoff rate was linear until gel breakthrough
at the fracture outlet, at which point it decreased abruptly and was
thereafter measured to be a lower parallel to the filter-cake model.
The measured leakoff rates were independent of core material. In
Cores 1, 4, 10, and 13, gel was injected until breakthrough at the
outlet end of the fracture only, and the leakoff rates were therefore
not measured. The achieved differential-pressure gradients during
mature-gel injection were between 10 and 60 psi/ft. The plateau
pressures achieved varied within each injection rate. A variation
in plateau pressure was also observed previously by Seright
(2003a, 2003b), who concluded that the achieved pressure plateaus were controlled largely by the fracture width, rather than the
applied injection rate. The time it took for the pressure to build up
to plateau varied on the basis of the injection rate, and is illustrated by the red square in Fig. 2b. The time required to reach the
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Table 2—Cores for gelant placement and in-situ crosslinking.

Filter-cake model (Seright 2003a, 2003b)
200 mL/h sandstone
60 mL/h sandstone
6 mL/h sandstone
(a)

(b)
10

Pressure Gradient (psi/ft)

100

1
Leakoff Rate (cm/h)

200 mL/h chalk
60 mL/h chalk
6 mL/h chalk

0.1

0.01

0.001
0.1

1

10
Time (hours)

100

80
60
40
20
0
0.01

0.1

1

10

100

Time (hours)

Fig. 2—(a) Measured leakoff rates during mature-gel injection in fractured core plugs. (b) Differential-pressure gradients during gel
injection. Triangles illustrate cores in which a gel-injection rate of 6 mL/h was used, crosses illustrate a 60-mL/h injection rate, and
circles denote cores in which gel was injected at 200 mL/h. The red square illustrates rate dependency; the plateau differential
pressure is not influenced by gel-injection rate, but it takes a longer time period to build up to the plateau when the injection rate
is lower.
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Fig. 3—Rupture pressure for Core 2. The distinct pressure drop
at t  60 minutes corresponded with rupture of the gel and production of fluids from the fracture outlet.

plateau pressure was approximately 0.2 hours for a 200-mL/h
injection rate, 1 hour for a 60-mL/h injection rate, and 14 hours
for a low gel-injection rate of 6 mL/h.
After gel injection, the cores were shut in for 24 hours. Brine
was thereafter injected at a lower, constant rate of 6 mL/h and
the rupture pressure was recorded. Fig. 3 shows the rupture-pressure measurement for Core 2. The defined pressure drop corresponded with rupture of the gel and production of fluids from the
fracture outlet.
Measured rupture pressures, following mature-gel injection
and shut-in, varied from 3.3 to 73.4 psi/ft, and were observed to
vary on the basis of the gel-placement rate and gel throughput.
Increasing rupture pressures with gel throughput were observed
for specific gel-injection rates of 60, 180, and 200 mL/h. The
injection rates yielded similar rupture pressures up to approximately 70 FV injected, after which, a lower gel-injection rate generally yielded a higher rupture pressure at the same number of gel
FVs injected. The trend was clearer after injection of several FVs
of gel and not evident when gel was injected until breakthrough
only. It took 3.2, 4.0, 6.1, and 20.8 FV of gel to reach the fracture
outlet when the injection rates were 200, 180, 60, and 6 mL/h,
respectively. The recorded rupture pressures after shut-in were
8.68, 6.01, 3.25, and 73.36 psi/ft, respectively. The high rupture
pressure measured after filling the fracture with gel at 6 mL/h
was not reproduced by increasing the gel throughput at this injection rate.
Fig. 4 shows the rupture pressures achieved and the linear
trends between measured rupture pressures and injected-gel
volumes when gel-placement rates were held constant at 60 mL/h
(Fig. 4a) and at 180 and 200 mL/h (Fig. 4b), respectively, and gel
throughput varied.
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Immature-Gel (Gelant) Experiments. A wide variety of rupture
pressures was achieved when gelant was injected into fractured
cores and crosslinked in situ. Fig. 5 shows the achieved rupture
pressures and illustrates the improvement in results as gelant saturation in the cores increased. In some cores, pressure buildup was
seen during water injection, although rupture pressures were not
defined clearly (i.e., no abrupt drop in pressure coincided with
production of gel or water from the fracture outlet). In such cases,
the highest pressures obtained during low-rate water injection
(before water breakthrough at the fracture outlet) were recorded
and marked with an asterisk (*) in Table 2.
Four cores were saturated by use of Saturation Scheme 1 (SS
1; see Fig. 1a). Low rupture pressures below 1 psi/ft were
recorded during subsequent water injection. For the three cores
saturated by use of Saturation Scheme 2 (SS 2; see Fig. 1b), rupture pressures were also below 1 psi/ft after the first gel placement. The highest rupture pressure of 0.62 psi/ft was measured
for Core E, which was preflushed with Cr(III) solution. Four cores
were saturated by use of Saturation Scheme 3 (SS 3; see Fig. 1c),
and 10 cores were saturated by use of Saturation Scheme 4 (SS 4;
core vacuum saturated with gelant). The rupture pressures generally increased with increased gelant saturation of the matrix
(increasing the saturation-scheme number); however, variation
within each saturation scheme was also observed. The highest
rupture pressure achieved was 53.05 psi/ft, measured after direct
saturation of cores with gelant under vacuum (SS 4). The results
of these experiments illustrate that the gelant saturation in the matrix is important and influences the gel-blocking capacity during
chase floods significantly. The experiments may have been less illustrative if the “gaps” between gelant-saturation values were
lower (e.g., by use of higher gelant-injection rates).
The core permeability should not influence the rupture pressure of the gel in the fractures in these experiments for the following reasons:
1. During immature-gel injection, a fraction of the core matrix
was filled forcibly with immature gel during gel placement.
In the majority of cores, this gel was assumed to crosslink
during shut-in and rendered the fracture and adjacent matrix
impermeable or caused significantly lower permeability.
2. During subsequent water injection, matrix taps were closed.
We can therefore assume that all injected water only moved
through the fracture in these experiments. The permeability of the
gel in the fracture was found previously to vary on the basis of the
gel concentration, and therefore, does not vary between the
experiments in which immature gel was placed in the core, and
the gel concentration is believed to be uniform (Seright 2003a,
2003b).
Gel Failure After Gelant Placement. Low rupture pressures
were most frequently observed in Bentheim sandstone core plugs,
when the matrix was only partly saturated with gelant (SS 1 and

Rupture Pressure (psi/ft)

Rupture Pressure (psi/ft)

60 mL/h
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Fig. 4—(a) Rupture pressure as a function of injected FVs of gel at a 60-mL/h placement rate. (b) Rupture pressure as a function of
FVs of gel injected at 200 mL/h. Data points for injection at 180 mL/h are also included.
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Gelant Saturation Scheme
Fig. 5—(a) Rupture pressures achieved during water injection after placement and in-situ crosslinking of gelant. WI denotes water
injection. (b) Results shown as a box plot, with the boxes representing the values within the 25 to 75% range.

SS 2, see Figs. 1a and 1b). Where pressure buildup was not
attained, we observed that polymer solution rather than gel was
displaced from the fracture. The large variation in rupture pressures may be caused by fluid/rock interactions, resulting in chromium precipitation (Zou et al. 2000). Chromium precipitation
from the gelant to the rock causes the chromium concentration in
the resulting gelant solution to be too low to form gel (Ganguly
et al. 2002). To determine if contact with the core materials led to
compositional changes in the gelant and failed gelation, Bentheim
sandstone, Edwards limestone, and Portland chalk core material
were crushed and mixed with gelant in individual beakers. The
samples were incubated at 41  C to start gelation. The gelant solution crosslinked and formed gel when mixed with fragments of
Edwards limestone and Portland chalk, but the Bentheim sandstone material and fluids reacted and gel was not formed. Efforts
were made to determine whether lack of gelation in the Bentheim
cores was caused by chromium precipitation, but results were not
conclusive. pH levels in a gelant solution mixed with crushed
Bentheim sandstone core material were measured during gelation,
and Core E was flooded with a chromium-acetate solution [0.0417
wt% Cr(III)-acetate] before gelant injection to limit possible diffusion. The pH levels of the gelant solution were found to be uniform throughout the gelation time when mixed with Bentheim
sandstone, although gel did not form. Zou et al. (2000) observed
that chromium could precipitate from chromium-acetate solutions
at constant pH values, thus chromium precipitation may still be a
valid explanation. The chromium preflush of Core E before gelant
injection did not increase the rupture pressure significantly, and it
was recorded at 0.62 psi/ft. Wilton and Asghari (2007) measured
rupture pressures between 0.3 and 13.7 psi/ft when fractured slabs
were preflushed with chromium solution and gelant was placed in
the fracture volume only, without leakoff to the matrix. Other
fluid/rock interactions may also have occurred that interfered with
in-situ gelation. Bentheim sandstone cores exhibited low rupture
pressures when using all saturation schemes, including SS 4, at
which uniform chromium concentrations existed throughout the
cores after direct saturation of the cores by gelant.
In 13 cores (Cores E through Q), a second placement of gelant
in the fractures was performed immediately after rupture-pressure
measurements, without matrix taps open to promote leakoff of
gelant into the matrix pore volume. The second gelant placement
exhibited limited chromium precipitation because the core matrix
adjacent to the fracture had already been contacted by chromium.
During second-time waterflooding after crosslinking, clear rupture
pressures were achieved, and mature gel was produced out of the
fracture outlet. Rupture pressures achieved after the second gelant
placement ranged between 0.5 and 11.9 psi/ft and were compara104

ble with the measured rupture pressures of Wilton and Asghari
(2007), although their fracture system exhibited an initial permeability seven times lower than ours [11,000 darcies compared
with 84,000 darcies, calculated by the cubic law (Witherspoon
et al. 1980)]. The second rupture pressures were in most cases
lower than the first measured PR. This may be a result of minor
gripping between the fracture and adjacent matrix because gel
only formed in the fracture and no bonds with gel in the matrix
were formed.
Comparison of Results: Gel and Gelant
Fig. 6 summarizes the rupture pressures achieved after immatureand mature-gel placement in 1-mm fractures, compared with the
experimental results from gelant placement of Ganguly et al.
(2002) and gel placement of Seright (2003a, 2003b). All experimental results from the use of Bentheim sandstone have been
omitted from the figure because of uncertainties regarding corematerial/fluid-system interactions, causing gelation failure in
some cores. The achieved rupture pressures from the use of preformed gel and gel crosslinked in-situ were in the same order of
magnitude in this study; although, the use of gelant held more elements of uncertainty than the use of preformed gel. Gelation failure occurred in some cores, and a high gelant saturation in the
core material was important to achieve higher rupture pressures.
By maximizing gelant saturation in the matrix (by use of SS 4),
rupture pressures of 12 to 53 psi/ft were measured. The measured
rupture pressures of Ganguly et al. (2002), when using a fracture
aperture of 1 mm, were all less than 10 psi/ft. Placing preformed
gel in fractures produced clear rupture pressures during chase
floods, ranging from 9.1 to 20.3 psi/ft (Seright 2003a, 2003b), and
3.3 to 73.4 psi/ft (this study). Some variability in rupture pressure
exists for a given line of data, although the box plots in Fig. 6b
illustrate that the majority of rupture pressures are in the same
range when preformed gel was used. For gelant, the variability
may be attributed to the amount of gelant saturation in the matrix,
possible precipitation of chromium, and core material/fluid interactions (although Bentheim cores are omitted in the figure). For
gel, rupture-pressure variability may be caused by the variance in
injection rates and volumes. Variability in mature-gel experiments
is also observed in plateau pressures during gel placements.
Continued Waterflooding After Gel Rupture. In Core 3
(PR ¼ 20.1 psi/ft) and Core P (PR ¼ 16.8 psi/ft), water injection
was continued after the rupture pressure was reached, and the differential pressure was recorded at steady states for several injection rates. The injection rate was stepwise increased, and
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through the fracture. The pressure gradients in both cores decreased
for the first two rates in the first flush (increasing rate), and the
decrease was most prominent in Core P. The pressure gradient
decreased further during the second and third water flushes. After
the third flush, pressure gradients for Core 3 remained stable for
injection rates greater than 6 mL/h. Stabilization of the system at
6 mL/h took longer, and the recorded pressure gradient may vary
according to how long the system was maintained at the lower rate
before proceeding with the next flush. The decrease in pressure gradients was expected and was attributed to erosion of gel in the
wormholes during water injection. Stable pressure gradients for the
higher specific rates suggest that erosion of gel was minor and
even-higher rates would be required to further erode the gel around
the wormholes. For Core P, pressure gradients continued to
decrease with water throughput, although the pressure gradient was
fairly stable for the highest specific rate after the second flush.
After water injection, the cores were taken apart, and the fracture surfaces of Core 3 revealed several wormholes through concentrated gel. Core P fracture surfaces were coated with a thin
layer of uniform gel. It is believed that the fracture was filled initially with low-concentration gel, and gradually opened to flow
when the gel dehydrated (Krishnan et al. 2000) or was flushed out
by water.
Fig. 9 shows the pressure gradients for the specific injection
rates as functions of water throughput during the fifth water flush

Normalized Pressure Gradient

thereafter, decreased through eight flushes. A flush is here defined
as one full sequence of rates, decreasing (starting at the maximum
rate) or increasing (starting at the minimum rate). Fig. 7a shows
the rate sequences and corresponding measured differential pressure for Core 3 (mature gel), and Fig. 7b shows the injection rates
and measured differential pressure across Core P (gelant crosslinked in situ). The differential pressures are normalized to the respective rupture pressure of each core for improved comparison.
Fig. 7 shows clearly that the pressure response during waterflooding was higher in Core 3 (mature-gel placement) compared with
Core P (immature-gel placement and in-situ crosslinking). This
may be explained by gel behavior during placement at the different
maturity regimes—mature gel dehydrates during propagation
through a fracture, which increases its pressure resistance, and
fresh gel flows through the concentrated gel in wormholes. During
chase waterflooding, fresh gel is displaced from the wormholes at
the rupture pressure, and water follows these narrow flow paths
through the fracture. As long as the injected water is contained in
wormholes, fracture permeability remains significantly decreased.
In Core P, wormholes do not form during immature-gel placement.
Consequently, gel erosion during waterflooding occurs in a different manner, and may open larger sections of the fracture to flow.
The maximum pressure gradients measured during water
injection at specific rates (6, 60, 300, and 600 mL/h) are represented in Fig. 8 as functions of the effective brine velocity

0.5

1
1.5
Time (hours)

2

2.5

Fig. 7—(a) Rate and differential pressure for Core 3 during water injection after gel injection and shut-in and (b) rate and differential
pressure of Core P after gelant injection and in-situ crosslinking. The differential pressures are normalized to the respective rupture pressures in each core.
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of Core 3 and Core P, after the pressure gradients had stabilized
in both cores. The achieved pressure gradients were higher in
Core 3 (mature gel) compared with Core P (gelant) for all rates. A
higher pressure gradient was reached in Core 3 for the low injection rate of 6 mL/h than for an injection rate a hundred times
greater (600 mL/h in Core P). The substantially greater pressure
resistance of mature gel after rupture, and significant throughput
of water, may be explained by the elasticity of the gel, allowing
its wormholes to collapse and reopen during waterflooding at the
given rates. The effective channel width open to flow (i.e., the
wormhole size) in Core 3 during water injection was calculated
from (Seright 2003a, 2003b):
2G0
Ww ¼   ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ð1Þ
dP
dL
where Ww is the channel width open to flow, G0 is the elastic modulus of the gel, and (dP/dL) is the experimentally measured pressure gradient. The calculated Ww is shown in Fig. 10a. Fig. 10b

shows calculated wormhole size from pressure data at the specific
rate of 60 mL/h and illustrates the general behavior. Wormhole
size increased initially, and thereafter stabilized at a close-to-constant value for several flushes. Continued erosion of wormholes
with water throughput was not observed for mature gel after the
first few flushes, thus an increase in flow channel width was reversible at the given rates. The gradual opening of a fracture during waterflooding after placement and rupture of immature gel
was largely irreversible.
The residual resistance factor to water, Frrw, gives the relationship between water mobility in the fracture before and after gel
placement. Frrw values were calculated for Core 3 and Core P
waterfloods and are given in Fig. 11a as a function of time and in
Fig. 11b as a function of injection rate. Permeability of the fractures before gel treatment was calculated from the cubic law
(Witherspoon et al. 1980), and permeability of the system after
gel placement was calculated by use of Darcy’s law and the measured pressure drop across the fracture. The residual resistance factors for the cores are initially comparable and both decrease some
with water throughput, but Frrw for Core P decreases faster than
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Fig. 9—Pressure gradients for specific injection rates as a function of water throughput for the fifth water flush of Core 3 and Core P.
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Fig. 10—(a) The effective channel width open to flow during water injection. (b) Effective channel width for specific rate of 60 mL/h.

for Core 3. After the eigth water flush, the permeability reduction
in Core 3 (128 FV of water injected) averaged a factor of 5,000
and Core P (170 FV of water injected) averaged a factor of 600.
Large-scale variations in system permeability were seen with variations in injection rate. This is expected behavior owing to the
elastic nature of the gel (Wilton and Asghari 2007).
Significance to Field Applications. The experiments performed
in this study showed that the rupture pressures achieved after gel
treatment either with gelant crosslinked in situ or mature, fully
formed gel may be in the same order of magnitude. However,
injection of gelant holds more elements of uncertainty than injection of preformed gel. Interactions between the fluids and rock
material caused gelation failure in some cores, especially where
gelant saturation in the matrix was limited. Inability to form a
mature gel in cores after placement of immature gel has also been
observed previously: Ganguly et al. (2002) proposed that gelation
could not occur in fractures if leakoff of gelant to the fracture-adjacent matrix was not attained; however, Wilton and Asghari
(2007) showed that leakoff of gelant to the matrix was not necessary, and gel could form if the near-fracture region was preflushed
with chromium or when gelant was placed in the fracture with
chromium overload. Second-time gelant placement in this study
supports the latter findings because gel formed in the fracture
without being placed simultaneously in the matrix, presumably
because the fracture-adjacent matrix was treated with gelant solution during previous tests.
When, or if, crosslinking after immature-gel (gelant) placement
in a fractured system depends on a matrix preflush or intrusion of
gelant to the fracture-adjacent matrix during placement, matrix
properties will partly control the success of the gel treatment. Res-

ervoirs with highly permeable fractures between connected wells,
oil-wet preferences in which the matrix entry pressure is high compared with the differential pressure reached during gelant injection, or where pore throats are too narrow to allow gelant
penetration may be particularly challenging and call for use of preformed gel. Placement of preformed gel in open fractures yielded
consistent results, and chemical interactions between fluids and
rock material were not observed. In most field applications, gelant
is mixed at a surface facility and immediately injected through the
wellbore. Treatment size and injection time vary, but in most
cases, will surpass the inherent short gelation time of the Cr(III)HPAM gel system of approximately 5 hours at 41  C. The most
successful gel treatments of naturally fractured reservoirs required
injection of large volumes of gel, and gel-injection times far
exceeding the gelation time (Sydansk and Moore 1992; Borling
1994; Hild and Wackowski 1999). Thus, mature gel extrudes
through fractures during most of the placement process.
The level of permeability reduction (i.e., residual resistance
factor) during stabilized brine flow after the initial gel rupture is
also important in a field application. The local flow capacity of a
fracture can be thousands or even millions of times greater than
the flow capacity of the surrounding matrix. Especially for moderate-to-wide fractures, large reductions in the flow capacity of the
fracture are very desirable. For example, a gel that provides a residual resistance factor (in the fracture) of 5,000 reduces the fracture flow capacity and the extent of channeling through the
fracture by 10 times more than a gel that provides a residual resistance factor of only 500.
Future Work. Mature- and immature-gel placement (and crosslinking) in the presence of oil-saturated rock at different
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Fig. 11—(a) Residual resistance factor to water for Core 3 and Core P at different specific rates. (b) Residual resistance factor to
water as a function of injection rate.
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wettabilities should be investigated to improve the understanding
of gel behavior in conjunction with real reservoir rock.
Conclusions
• Placement of mature gel in open fractures yielded consistent
rupture pressures during subsequent water injections, following
linear trends for given gel-placement rates and throughput
volumes.
• Rupture pressures achieved after placement and in-situ crosslinking of gelant were comparable with mature-gel rupture pressures, but were less predictable. When maximizing gelant
saturation in the matrix, rupture pressures were measured to be
12 to 53 psi/ft, excluding Bentheim sandstone cores, where
interactions between core material and gelant were observed.
• The maximum achieved rupture pressure when gelant was
placed without matrix taps to promote leakoff was 11.9 psi/ft.
• Interactions between rock material and gelant were observed
when Bentheim sandstone cores were used, and gel did not
form in some cores. No such interactions were observed in
experiments that used formed gel.
• Gel placed in fractures limited permeability to water after rupture when placed as both gel and gelant. Residual resistance
factors for cores treated with gel and gelant were comparable
initially. After eight water flushes ( > 120 FV water injected),
substantially greater pressure gradients were observed in cores
treated with formed gel than with gelant crosslinked in situ, and
the permeability reduction averaged a factor of 5,000 for geltreated cores and 600 for gelant-treated cores.
Nomenclature
dP/dL ¼ experimentally measured pressure gradient, p/L, m/L2t2,
psi/ft
Frrw ¼ residual resistance factor to water, conductivity before
gel treatment/conductivity after gel treatment, cm2/cm2
0
G ¼ elastic modulus of the gel, G0 ¼ stress/strain, psi
PR ¼ rupture pressure, p/L, m/L2t2, psi/ft
Ww ¼ wormhole size, channel width open to flow, d, cm
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